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Internship
Portfolio

Tess Malone
Education & Development Intern
Portland Center Stage
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Portland Center Stage
Mission Statement

Portland Center Stage inspires our community by bringing
stories to life in unexpected ways.

+

Brief History
November 12 1988: PCS was launched as a sister company to
Oregon Shakespeare Festival.
September 1993: The recommendation to become an
independent theatre company was approved by the Festival’s
Board of Directors.
April 2004: The company announced a $32.9 million capital
campaign to build a new theatre complex in the Portland
Armory building.
October 1, 2006: The Gerding Theatre at the Armory opened
as the first performing arts venue to achieve a LEED Platinum
rating.
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Pictures of the Armory
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Pictures of the Armory
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Pictures of the Armory
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Why Portland Center Stage?
Four Pillars:


Theatre: Theatre is about bringing people together. Portland Center



Community: An important part of the Armory is the idea of a town



History: Since it’s construction in 1891, the Armory has been used as a



Sustainability: Portland Center Stage strives to use resources to meet

Stage strives to extend visitor’s experience beyond the proscenium with
the art, the building, and the activities that take place there.
square and works to draw people together with new performance
spaces, an inviting lobby, a great café, and a new theatre school.

concert hall, lecture hall, meeting hall, dance hall, a location for auto
shows, food shows, carnivals, circuses, and conventions.

present needs without damaging the opportunity of future generations
to do the same.
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My Supervisors & Tasks
Kelsey Tyler: Education Director
- Intern & Supervisor Handbooks
- Entering evaluations from the Visions and Voices Program
- Macy’s Community Shopping Day
Jennifer Auer: Associate Development Director
- Mailing invitations and notifications
- Entering donations in their database, Tessitura
- Macy’s Community Shopping Day
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My Projects
Intern and Supervisor Handbooks
As education director, Kelsey Tyler is eager to begin
regulating their intern program. They have had a few interns
in the past but the company feels it is time to start
incorporating more.
For Kelsey, part of this was having resources to provide for
interns and their supervisors.
Below is a link to drafts of the intern and supervisor
handbooks that I began working on.
Intern Handbook
Supervisor Handbook
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My Projects
Sample Paperwork
This is an example of paperwork
adapted from
www.businessballs.com/
jobdescription.htm and
www.bridgestar.org. It is one of the
worksheets used to facilitate
internships at Portland Center Stage. I
included examples in my handbook
as well as completing a few of my own
for my internship. I found them very
helpful in organizing my thoughts as
well as communicating expectations
between my supervisor and myself. I
think it will serve them well in the
future.
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Final look back

Prior to beginning work on the handbooks project, my supervisor,
Kelsey, and I filled out a planning worksheet detailing these goals.
Goals for the project:






A set of handbooks that will
offer information on Portland
Center Stage and enhance the
internship experience for both
supervisors and interns.
A better understanding of
Portland Center Stage.
A better understanding of
what information is valuable to
a newcomer in an
organization.

What I learned:


I love these kinds of projects!



It is important in an organization
for everyone to know their
responsibilities. Just by offering
more information in the
beginning, you can save a lot of
time and trouble later.



I experimented a lot with
making it user friendly and easy
to reference. I think it was good
practice because in our high
paced society, it is becoming
more important to communicate
information faster.
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My Projects
Macy’s Community Shopping Day Fundraiser
On May 16th, Macy’s sponsored a Community Shopping Day
together with a number of non-profit organizations.
Organizations sold tickets prior to the day that offered $10 off a
purchase of $25 or more and a 10-20% discount on other
purchases.
PCS decided we want to use this event to advertise our youth
education programs. Kelsey just formed a Teen Council and we
hoped they would sell tickets and participate in a performance
the day of. We even offered discounts on summer camps in
exchange for selling tickets.
In the end planning the event was a success and the kids did a
great job performing but no one was interested in selling tickets
prior to the event. We also had some trouble with communication
and the fact that I was only there once a week.
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Final Look Back
This look back is actually taking place before the final event but I have
already learned a lot.
Goals for the project:


A successful fundraiser and a
positive presence at the event
on May 16th.



A better understanding of the
planning steps necessary to
organize an event of this size.

What I learned:


The more people you’re
working with, the more time
needs to go into planning and
the further in advance you
should start.



Sometimes things don’t always
turn out the way you think and
you can’t get disappointed,
you just need to keep moving
forward.
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Plans for the Future
I know that my experience at Portland Center Stage will follow
me into the professional theatre world and has given me an
amazing understanding of hat goes into a non-profit theatre.
I will take on the role of intern again come September as the
lighting intern for Seattle Repertory Theatre.
I am so grateful to have gone through the experience of being
an intern already, especially with the support and feedback
of the other Kemper interns.
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The End

Thank you for your time.

